OUR MISSION

To support Ukrainian authorities reform the Civilian Security Sector through strategic advice and practical support.

EUAM UKRAINE

WHAT IS THE CIVILIAN SECURITY SECTOR?

GOVERNMENT INSTITUTIONS RESPONSIBLE FOR LAW ENFORCEMENT AND RULE OF LAW

such as:

- Ministry of Internal Affairs
- Ministry of Justice
- Parliament
- National Police
- Prosecution Service
- Security Service
- State Border Guard Service
- State Customs Service
- State Bureau of Investigations
- Bureau of Economic Security

OUR MANDATE

STRATEGIC ADVICE: DEVELOP STRATEGIC DOCUMENTS AND LEGISLATION

Development of Civilian Security Sector strategic documents

SUPPORT FOR THE IMPLEMENTATION OF REFORMS

Practical advice, training, and equipment

COOPERATION AND COORDINATION

Ensuring coherence and reform efforts between local and international actors
EUAM’S FIVE PRIORITIES

Reforming security and intelligence institutions and bringing these under democratic oversight

ORGANISED AND CROSS-BORDER CRIME

Strengthening Ukraine’s capacity to fight crime and further develop Integrated Border Management

NATIONAL AND STATE SECURITY

Building an effective investigation, prosecution, and judicial infrastructure so that justice is served for citizens

CRIMINAL JUSTICE

Promoting trust between police and communities through dialogue and professional police services

DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION AND INNOVATION

Cross-cutting priorities

WHAT WILL THE PRIORITIES ACHIEVE?
A Civilian Security Sector that is efficient, accountable, and enjoys the trust of the public

ANNUAL BUDGET €29.5 million

Authorised number of staff
STAFF: 371

WHERE WE WORK

Press and Public Information Division:
+380-674054484
PIO@euam-ukraine.eu
www.euam-ukraine.eu
facebook.com/euamukraine
tw: @EUAM_Ukraine
instagram: euam_ukraine
youtube: EUAM Ukraine

Funded by the European Union

24 Member States of the EU and one partner country - Canada

Women 37%
Men 63%